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This volume contains all the Stick Figure Physics tutorials:KinematicsElectric CircuitsBasic

Fluid MechanicsBasic Rotational DynamicsMomentumRates of ChangeSpringsWork, Energy,

and Power



The Complete Stick Figure PhysicsWelcome to the complete Stick Figure Physics Tutorials!

This book covers rates of change, kinematics, momentum, springs, fluid mechanics, rotation,

and electric circuits. If you get confused while working on it, please email me at

SarahAllenPhysics@gmail.comso I can improve it!Or, say hello on my website:

StickFigurePhysicsTutorials.comContentsKinematicsEquations of MotionFun

StuffVectorsAssorted ProblemsSummaryPractice ExercisesAnswers to Practice

ExercisesFurther ResourcesFlashcardsWork, Power, and EnergyEnergyKinetic

EnergyGravitational Potential EnergyThermal EnergyElastic Potential EnergyLight and Sound

EnergyChemical EnergyFun Stuff:Energy EquationsGravitational Potential EnergyKinetic

EnergyElastic Potential EnergyFun Stuff:Conservation of EnergyFun Stuff:WorkThe Work-

Kinetic Energy TheoremFun Stuff:PowerFun Stuff:SummaryFurther

ResourcesFlashcardsBasic Fluid MechanicsDensityFun StuffPressureFun StuffArchimedes’

PrincipleFun Stuff:Flow RateFun StuffBernoulli’s PrincipleFun StuffSummaryFurther

ResourcesFlashcardsElectric CircuitsConductorsCurrentFun StuffResistanceFun

StuffVoltageFun Stuff:Circuit DiagramsSeries and ParallelFinding Equivalent ResistanceFun

StuffOhm’s LawFun StuffKirchhoff’s Loop LawThe Node LawExample Circuit ProblemUsing

Matrices to Solve CircuitsCapacitorsFun StuffRC Circuits and Time ConstantsCombining

CapacitorsA Cool Use for CapacitorsFun StuffSummaryFurther ResourcesFlashcardsBasic

Rotational DynamicsRevolutions, Units, and the Basics of CirclesSymbolsKinematics

Equations TranslatedMoment of InertiaMore Complicated Moments of InertiaMoments of

Inertia and CalculusThe Parallel Axis TheoremTorqueNet Torque CalculationsNewton’s Second

LawRotational Kinetic EnergyMomentumMomentumUnitsVector AdditionCollisionsUsing

Momentum to Solve Collision ProblemsRates of ChangePositionVelocityAccelerationDrawing a

Velocity Graph from a Position GraphDrawing Acceleration Graphs from Velocity GraphsGoing

BackwardsSpringsThe Spring ConstantEnergyEnergy (This time with Calculus)A note about

links: There are a ton of amazing resources online; great youtube videos, blog posts, and

simulations, and I wanted to include them here in this book so that you can do more than just

read about physics. However, I’m sure these links will break at some point. So, if you come

across a broken one, please email me and I’ll fix it. Also, I’ve included the title and author of

every link, so you should still be able to find them by searching.Kinematics‘Kine’ means motion

in ancient Greek. So, kinematics is just the study of how things move. Kinematics will let you

solve these kinds of problems:You are defending a town from pirates. You have a cannon which

is mounted on a hill that is 40 m above sea level and pointed at a 45 degree angle. The cannon

is 2 m long and exerts a force of 150 N as it fires. If your cannonball has a mass of 10 kg, how

far away do the pirate ships need to be when you fire the cannon?(We’ll solve this one at the

end.)Equations of MotionHere are the equations you need to know to solve kinematics

(motion) problems:Try this:If a car drives at 60 mph, how much time does it take to go 150

miles?Check your answer:In this question we have speed (v) and distance (d or x) and we are

solving for time. That means we should use this equation:(Our units are not in meters and

meters per second, but since our distance is in miles and our speed is in miles per hour, we

can just use those numbers, rather than converting. Just make a mental note that our answer

for t will be in hours.)Try this:A bullet is travelling at 120 m/s. It hits a tree and embeds itself 10

centimeters deep. What was its average acceleration?Check your answer:First, convert

centimeters to meters:10 cm = 0 .1 mNext, we’ll use the equation that does not include

time:Our final velocity is zero, because the bullet comes to a complete stop. .1 m is our x, and



our initial velocity is 120 m/s. We’ll plug this into our equation and solve:(Our answer is

negative because we made the velocity positive and our acceleration was in the direction

opposite to the direction we were travelling.)Try This:A ball is thrown straight up in the air with a

velocity of 20 m/s. It goes up, comes back down, and is caught at the same height it was

thrown from. How long does it take until it is caught?Check your answer:The easiest way to

solve this one is by finding the time it takes for the ball to reach its maximum height. This is

because the velocity of the ball is zero at its max height. And, the time it takes to go up is half

the total time.We’ll use this equation:The acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 m/s2. Plug in

numbers and solve:Then, to find the total time we just double that:Try This: How high in the air

does a ball go if it is thrown with a vertical velocity of 20 m/s?Check your answer:We know

from the previous problem that it takes 2.04 seconds for the ball to reach its maximum height.

We can use that information in this equation:Although, since it’s moving vertically, I’ll write it like

this:All we do is plug in our initial height, velocity, acceleration, and time, and solve for y!(Be

careful about signs. Notice that the acceleration due to gravity is negative, because it pulls

things down, and that the velocity was positive, because it was initially thrown upwards.)Fun

StuffHere’s a fun simulation to play around with from the University of Colorado: (PhET)Some

things to try:- What is the highest you can make an object go?- If you turn air resistance on, but

keep everything else the same, what will happen to the path the object takes?- If you change

the diameter of the object, what happens to its path? Why?- How can you increase the time the

object spends in the air? What should the diameter be? What should the angle be? What

should the speed be?Here’s a fun hands-on project you can try:VectorsA vector is just an

amount of something in a certain direction. Velocity is a vector because it is speed in a specific

direction.For example,Is not the same thing asIf a number just has an amount and not a

direction, then it is called a scalar.Try This:Is the amount of time you spend sleeping a scalar or

a vector?Check your answer:A scalar. Because it only makes sense to talk about a certain

amount of time, rather than time in a certain direction.Try this:Is velocity a scalar or a vector?

Check your answer:Velocity is a vector.Try This:Is speed a vector or a scalar?Check your

answer:Speed is a scalar. (Just by definition. If you say your speed is 30 mph it just means

that you’ve said how fast you’re going but not in what direction.)Try this:Is temperature a scalar

or a vector?Check your answer:A scalar. Temperature only has an amount, not a direction, so it

is a scalar.There are two ways to write vectors:Magnitude and direction form:And component

Form:For many kinematics problems, the first thing you do is take a velocity vector and divide it

into its horizontal and vertical components. The reason we do this is that vertical motion and

horizontal motion don’t affect one another. For a great illustration of this idea, see the

Mythbuster’s video and the result on youtube: .To separate horizontal from vertical motion, you

just use simple trig.For example, take this vector:To break it into components, we’ll draw it as a

right triangle.The vector itself is the hypotenuse, and the legs are the horizontal and vertical

components of the vector:To find the vertical component, we’ll use the sine function, (because

sine is the opposite over the hypotenuse.)To find the horizontal component we’ll use cosine

(because the cosine is the adjacent over the hypotenuse):Try This:Write the following velocity

vector in component form:Check your answer:Sometimes you want to go the other way and

take a vector written in component form and write it in magnitude and direction form. To do this

you need the Pythagorean Theorem and the tangent.For example, let’s say we had this vector:

(5,12) (The 5 is the x component, and the 12 is the y component, exactly like with coordinate

points.)To find the magnitude we use the Pythagorean Theorem:To find the direction we use

the tangent:Assorted ProblemsNow that you know all the equations, we can get back to our

problem from the beginning:You are defending a town from pirates. You have a cannon which is



mounted on a hill that is 40 m above sea level and pointed at a 45 degree angle. The cannon is

2 m long and exerts a force of 150 N as it fires. If your cannonball has a mass of 10 kg, how far

away do the pirate ships need to be when you fire the cannon?Solution:This is really two

kinematics problems in one. The first thing we need to know is how fast the cannonball is

moving when it leaves the cannon. To do this, we need to know the acceleration of the

cannonball.First, we’ll draw a picture that includes all the information we need:The explosion

pushes on the cannonball with a force of 150 Newtons. It pushes with this much force the

whole time the ball is in the cannon.To know the speed with which the cannonball exits the

canon, we need to know its acceleration.Newton’s Second Law states that force is equal to

mass times acceleration. I know the force applied to the cannonball, and I also know the mass,

so I can find the acceleration:Now that we know the acceleration, which kinematics equation

should we use?Because we don’t know how long the cannonball spent in the canon, the best

kinematics equation to use in this case is this one:We want to use this one because we know

that the cannon is 2 m long. We also know that its initial velocity was zero. So, we can solve for

the final velocity.Substitute:That’s the first part done! Now we know that the cannonball leaves

the cannon with a velocity of root sixty meters per second.What’s the next step?The next step

is to split the velocity into its components. For this, we need the angle:What are the x and y

components of the velocity?To find the components, we use trig:Now our problem looks like

this:The next step is to find the time the cannonball spends in the air. Because we are looking

for time, we will use this equation:Note: different people use different notation for distance in

this equation. Sometimes people use d, x, or s instead of y. I picked y because I am going to

use the vertical direction to find time.Here is the equation with the correct values

substituted:Signs are really important here. Notice that I made the starting height 40. I could

also have decided to call the starting height 0 and the ending height -40. Also notice that I

made the acceleration (-9.8, the acceleration due to gravity) negative. This is because I

decided to define down as negative. The velocity was positive because the cannon is shooting

upwards slightly.Now we solve:This is a quadratic. There are lots of ways to solve quadratics:

graphing, factoring, the quadratic equation… etc.I will mention two methods here. You can

read about both just by turning the pages normally, but if you’d prefer to see one method over

the other here are some links: (If you don’t have a graphing calculator, or you’re not very

familiar with it, just read the quadratic formula section.)Graphing on a TI calculatorThe

quadratic formulaI like to solve it by graphing it with my TI-84. First, type the function into y= to

graph it.Then, we need to be able to see where the function crosses the x-axis. The easiest

way to do this is to hitAnd select the option that says ‘fit.’ Often this gives you a good view of

the function. If not, try zooming out or adjusting your window.Next, we’ll find out zeroes by

hittingAnd choosing the second option:The calculator will ask you for a left bound and a right

bound. We want the zero that’s positive, so go to the right and enter bounds to the left and right

of that zero.You should get t = 3.47.Next StepOne way to solve this is to use the quadratic

formula:Where a, b, and c are the coefficients of your equation:In our function: (My equation is

written in the opposite order, c + bx + ax2)We’ll substitute these into our quadratic equation

and solve:We want the positive solution, so now we know that the cannonball is in the air for

3.47 seconds before it hits sea level.Next StepWe want to know how far the cannonball goes,

so now we just use the time and the horizontal velocity to solve. The horizontal velocity is

constant during the whole flight, so our distance equation becomes:So, we should fire the

cannon when the pirates are 19 meters away from the town.Try This:You’re walking in the

desert and you come across a small hole in the ground. You poke a stick into the hole and find

a bullet. The bullet has a mass of 4 grams, and it was in a hole 6 centimeters deep. Using a



spring scale, you measure that the force it takes to move at a constant speed through the dirt

is 12 Newtons. How fast was the bullet going when it hit the ground, and, if it was shot straight

up into the air initially, how high did it go before falling back to the earth?Check your

answer:The first step is to draw the scenario:Make sure you convert all your units to standard

units first (kilograms and meters are standard units, centimeters and grams are not.)What is

the next step?Knowing the force and the distance the bullet was embedded, we can figure out

its starting velocity using the equation that doesn’t have time in it. First, we have to find the

acceleration using Newton’s Second Law:Now we can solve for the velocity:Apparently this

was a bullet that someone just tossed up in the air, not one that was actually fired. (Because its

speed is too slow for a real bullet.)Now that we know how fast it was going, how can we figure

out how high it went?To figure out how high it went, we can use the same equation, because

we know that when it is at its peak its velocity is zero.Summary- Equations of motion:- Vectors:

A vector has both magnitude and direction. For example, velocity and momentum are vectors.-

Scalars: Something that has magnitude but not direction. For example, energy and temperature

are scalars.- Vectors can be written in magnitude-direction form, or in component form.-

Magnitude direction form:- Component form:- To convert from magnitude direction form to

component form, simply use trig:The x component = Magnitude x cos(angle)The y component

= Magnitude x sin(angle)- To convert from component form to magnitude direction form use the

Pythagorean Theorem and the inverse tangent:(The magnitude)2 = (x component)2 + (y

component)2Tan(angle) = y component / x component- Horizontal motion and vertical motion

can be treated separately. They don’t affect one another. (Except when you have a specific

shape of projectile that creates lift.)- Projectiles follow parabolic paths, which means that you

often need to solve for the zeros of a parabola. To do this you can use the quadratic formula, or

you can graph it on a calculator.Practice Exercises1. Write out the equations of motion– try to

do this without looking at your notes!2. Write A, B, C, D and E in magnitude and direction form

from their component form. Measure your angles from the horizontal axis (where the positive

horizontal axis is 0 and negative horizontal axis is 180/-180)3. Write A, B, C, D and E in

component form.4. A car is travelling at 70 km/h when a rabbit runs into the road 50m away.

What deceleration is required to stop the car before hitting the rabbit?a. 3.78 m/s2b. 0.19 m/

s2c. 15.12 m/s2d. 49 m/s25. (Continued from Q4) At this deceleration, how long does the car

take to come to a complete stop?6. (Continued from Q4) The car can apply a maximum

braking force of 8000 N. If the car has a mass of 3400 kg, what is the lowest velocity that can

be reached in this 50m?a. 11.9 km/hb. 20.5 km/hc. 24.8 km/hd. 43 km/h7. Steve delivers

newspapers on his bike. He spends 10 minutes cycling at 15 km/h, 6 minutes cycling at 20 km/

h, and 17 minutes cycling at 12 km/h. What is his total distance travelled?a. 131 mb. 474 mc.

7900 md. 284400 m8. The bike has a mass of 20kg, Steve has a mass of 60kg and the

newspapers have a mass of 10kg. If Steve wants to accelerate to 15 km/h in 3 s, what driving

force does he need?a. 125 Nb. 333.6 Nc. 300 Nd. 111.2 N9. A ball is rolled off the edge of a

cliff. Its initial horizontal velocity is 13 m/s and its initial vertical velocity is 0. It falls for 6

seconds. What is its final velocity? Give your answer in magnitude/direction form.
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Rich, “Review of The Complete Stick Figure Physics Tutorials. I gave this book five stars

because it presents physics in an easily read, understandable way. The material is very basic,

but the informal presentation with worked examples is a very good approach--the stick figures

are a nice touch. Most introductory physics books turn readers off (especially non-science

students) because they present physics in a very abstract, formal-almost cold-manner and this

is often a big mistake. Sarah circumvents this approach and still gets the scientific principles

across. I understand that the more traditional approaches to writing physics texts are

necessary for science majors, but not for the general public or interested reader who might be

curious.If you want non-science majors or general audiences to read and understand basic

physics, this is the approach to use. I have 24 semester hours of physics, and I found this book

a pleasant, fun review.Sarah, it would be nice to see your work expanded to include more

topics in physics; keep up the good work.Rich”

Geoffrey B, “Just like it says on the box - simple physics tutorials. This is a collection of short

books (also published separately) about different aspects of physics. Each tutorial features a

series of simple diagrams and the simplest equations used for understanding what they reveal

about an aspect of physics. This is not to say it's an easy physics book: You will need a basic

familiarity with calculus for some of the sections and algebra for all of them. However, you do

not need to be a rocket scientist to apply the mathematical concepts to the physics of, say,

rocket science, that come up here. If you've ever found yourself looking at basic physics

equations and had no idea what to do with the symbols or explanations, this book shows you a

few practical uses for the equations and clear diagrams for seeing what goes with what. Good

review for physics students or basic physics for the mathematically inclined.”

Hendrick Mcdonald, “A nice summary.. A nice and accessible summary of physics concepts. It

usually proceeds with an introduction to the parts of an equation, the puts those parts together

into the equation, then asks some questions it gives answers to, and then may add one or two

additional details on the equation with their own answered questions.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The Complete Stick Figure Physics Tutorials .... Very enjoyable

book.........made concepts easier to follow”

AJ, “Five Stars. Great for review.”

Kulinthorn Kleephun, “Fun read, easy to grasp on. I like how the author approach each concept

in a very clear and concise manner. The book explains fundamental laws of each topic listed

using doodles and basic example. If you are a beginner and do not require deeper



understanding than all the basics then this is just the book for you.”

Lester Day, “Five Stars. Excellent!”

Businessguy, “Five Stars. This is so great for the visual thinker!”

The book by Sarah Allen has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 13 people have provided feedback.
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